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MESSAGE FOR THE APPARITION OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF
LISBON, PORTUGAL, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

The balm for indifference: prayer

Beloved children, since the beginning of this Work and before, I taught you to pray, inspiring your
hearts to experience  a simple mystery, that because of being so simple and accessible, was
incomprehensible to many.

Prayer is simple, but does not stop being mysterious, does not cease to hold an incalculable treasure
within itself, just like silence.

Prayer is a shield against evil, but also against yourselves, against all those aspects that
are  uncontrollable for you, for it is not with your own human strength and power that you will
manage to control and sublimate them. Prayer places you in the Hands of God, as individuals and as
humanity, and opens the door for Divine Law to work in your lives.

When I tell you about My sorrows, I show you My wounds and call on you to experience them with
Me, I am not offering you a greater burden than you can bear, but rather just prompting you into
doing and living things that you are already prepared to do and experience, such as constantly
praying.

If you prayed a Mystery every day, many thorns would no longer be within My Heart. If you prayed
to the Universal Mother, invoking Her attributes, many of the capital energies that torment you and
torment humanity would no longer be within your hearts nor within your minds, because the
attributes of your Divine Mother would fill the spaces that today are occupied by vanity, by pride,
by indifference and by inertia, which permeate the minds and hearts of My children.

Do not suffer nor feel sad on hearing My Words, for that is a human way of compensating for the
lack of effort and sacrifice in your lives. One who truly understands what I say to you takes the
rosary into their hands and strives to draw the Gift of Divine Presence into the world.

One who sees the Justice of God on the horizon does not hide from it under a table, but instead cries
out to the last second for Mercy, even knowing that they will experience which they need, according
to the lesson they chose to have.

My children, with Love I tell you that it is time to live  spiritual maturity; and you will not achieve
this with the sorrow of your hearts,  but with the courage and value to attract to the world, through
prayer and true transformation, the laws that balance everything that humanity
experiences  because  of the permission you constantly give yourselves to the wound the Heart of
God.

With simplicity in My Words and with Love in My Heart, I just tell you today to pray. Pray so that
God may triumph in you. Pray for him to live this battle.  Pray so that you may find the strength to
not be indifferent, distracted and so lost in the influences of the world and distant from God. Pray so
as to recognize the Truth, to contemplate in the world what wounds the Heart of God and know how
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to balance it.

Pray to heal your own hearts and no longer seek in another, or in the world, for the justification of
your miseries. Pray so that you may truly know what it is to carry the cross of all humanity with Me,
and to live the planetary passion, as My Son lived His Passion on Calvary.

Pray so you may know that life goes beyond what your eyes can see and find your strength in
eternity. Pray, My children, because it is prayer, as simple as it is, that will overcome the abysses,
will close the doors to evil and will consummate the redemption of the children of God.

Prayer is the balm for the sick in spirit, for the blind, for the weak, for the poor, for those full of
themselves and empty of God.

Pray in truth, and in the silence of an inexplicable and unnameable feeling, you will understand the
essence of what I tell you today. My rosary will be an extension of yours. As long as you pray from
the heart, you will be praying with Me.

I bless you today and always, under the Light of the praying word.

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


